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ABSTRACT
It is well known that galaxies falling into clusters can experience gas stripping due to
ram-pressure by the intra-cluster medium (ICM). The most spectacular examples are
galaxies with extended tails of optically-bright stripped material known as “jellyfish”.
We use the first large homogeneous compilation of jellyfish galaxies in clusters from
the WINGS and OmegaWINGS surveys, and follow-up MUSE observations from the
GASP MUSE programme to investigate the orbital histories of jellyfish galaxies in
clusters and reconstruct their stripping history through position vs. velocity phase-
space diagrams. We construct analytic models to define the regions in phase-space
where ram-pressure stripping is at play. We then study the distribution of cluster
galaxies in phase-space and find that jellyfish galaxies have on average higher peculiar
velocities (and higher cluster velocity dispersion) than the overall population of cluster
galaxies at all clustercentric radii, which is indicative of recent infall into the cluster
and radial orbits. In particular, the jellyfish galaxies with the longest gas tails reside
very near the cluster cores (in projection) and are moving at very high speeds, which
coincides with the conditions of the most intense ram-pressure. We conclude that
many of the jellyfish galaxies seen in clusters likely formed via fast (∼ 1 − 2 Gyr),
incremental, outside-in ram-pressure stripping during first infall into the cluster in
highly radial orbits.
Key words: Galaxies:evolution; Galaxies: ISM; Galaxies: clusters: intracluster
medium
1 INTRODUCTION
Numerous studies have shown that cosmic environment
plays a key role transforming galaxies and quenching their
star formation (see Boselli & Gavazzi 2006, and refer-
ences therein). The physical mechanisms responsible for such
transformations can be divided into two main types:
? E-mail: yjaffe@eso.org
(i) Gravitational or tidal mechanisms can affect both
the stars and the gas within galaxies. They include: galaxy-
galaxy interactions and mergers (Barnes & Hernquist 1996),
interactions between galaxies and the gravitational potential
of the host cluster (Byrd & Valtonen 1990), and the so-called
“harassment”, or cumulative high-speed encounters between
galaxies (Moore et al. 1996)
(ii) Hydrodynamical interactions between cluster galax-
ies’ gaseous component and the hot intra-cluster medium
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(ICM) can result in gas stripping due to ram pressure (Gunn
& Gott 1972), thermal evaporation (Cowie & Songaila 1977),
or turbulent/viscous stripping (Nulsen 1982).
There is mounting evidence that ram-pressure stripping
is one of the most effective mechanisms quenching galaxies
in clusters. Simulations show that ram-pressure stripping
can effectively remove cold gas from galaxies, and in some
cases temporarily enhance the star-formation activity be-
fore quenching it completely (see e.g. Steinhauser, Schindler
& Springel 2016, and references therein). The most strik-
ing evidence supporting ram-pressure stripping comes from
observations of neutral gas (HI) in nearby galaxies located
inside clusters (Haynes, Giovanelli & Chincarini 1984; Cay-
atte et al. 1990; Kenney, van Gorkom & Vollmer 2004;
Chung et al. 2009; Vollmer et al. 2001; Jaffe´ et al. 2015;
Yoon et al. 2017) or even groups (Rasmussen, Ponman &
Mulchaey 2006; Rasmussen et al. 2008; Verdes-Montenegro
et al. 2001; Jaffe´ et al. 2012; Hess & Wilcots 2013). Such ob-
servations show how cold gas can indeed be removed from
infalling cluster galaxies.
In some cases, stars are formed in the stripped gas (Ken-
ney & Koopmann 1999; Yoshida et al. 2008; Kenney et al.
2014), and can thus be identified from UV or optical im-
ages. The most striking examples of stripped galaxies with
new stars tracing the stripped tails are the so-called “Jelly-
fish” galaxies. Estimates based on small blind Hα surveys of
Coma and A1367 indicate that the fraction of cluster late-
type galaxies with these features is close to 40% (Boselli &
Gavazzi 2014).
Numerous studies have focused on individual jellyfish
galaxies (Fumagalli et al. 2014; Ebeling, Stephenson & Edge
2014; Rawle et al. 2014; Merluzzi et al. 2013; Fumagalli et al.
2014; Fossati et al. 2016), and more recently, the first sys-
tematic searches for such objects at low and intermediate
redshift have been conducted (Poggianti et al. 2016; Mc-
Partland et al. 2016). In particular, a dedicated ongoing
integral-field spectroscopy survey with MUSE on the VLT
has started to reveal with great detail the physics of gas
removal processes in galaxies across a wide range of mass
and environment (GASP; Poggianti et al. 2017b). The first
results of GASP confirmed the stripped nature of the jelly-
fish candidates observed so far, showing spectacular evidence
for ram-pressure stripping in action (Poggianti et al. 2017b;
Bellhouse et al. 2017; Fritz et al. 2017; Poggianti et al. 2017a;
Gullieuszik et al. 2017).
In addition to detailed observations and simulations of
individual galaxies in clusters, a useful approach to study
galaxy evolution in dense environments is to understand
the assembly history of clusters. Pioneering work studying
the position and velocities of different galaxy populations in
clusters established the infall of spirals into clusters (Colless
& Dunn 1996; Mohr, Geller & Wegner 1996; Biviano et al.
1997). A particularly useful tool to visualize the migration of
galaxies from the field into clusters are thus position vs. ve-
locity phase-space diagrams, as they reflect the virialization
state of a cluster, and contain information about the or-
bital history of cluster galaxies. In the last decades, several
works have studied the location of different populations of
cluster galaxies in projected phase-space to infer their time
since infall (Vollmer et al. 2001; Mahajan, Mamon & Ray-
chaudhury 2011; Oman, Hudson & Behroozi 2013; Oman &
Hudson 2016; Herna´ndez-Ferna´ndez et al. 2014; Haines et al.
2015; Muzzin et al. 2014; Jaffe´ et al. 2015, 2016; Yoon et al.
2017; Rhee et al. 2017).
Despite known projection effects (see discussion in
Oman, Hudson & Behroozi 2013; Rhee et al. 2017), phase-
space diagrams can further be used to identify different clus-
ter mechanisms that affect galaxies during their passage,
such as ram-pressure stripping of gas (Vollmer et al. 2001;
Jaffe´ et al. 2015; Yoon et al. 2017) and tidal mass loss (Rhee
et al. 2017). In particular Jaffe´ et al. (2015) compared the
position of observed cluster galaxies with HI data with mock
data to reconstruct the effect of ram-pressure stripping as
a function of time since infall into the cluster. They show
that significant gas stripping occurs on first infall and that
galaxies gradually become HI-poor. In a follow up study
Jaffe´ et al. (2016) further demonstrated that the gas re-
moval from galaxies can be accompanied by a an initial en-
hancement of the star-formation activity, followed by a slow
quenching (see also Haines et al. 2015).
In this paper we investigate the orbital histories of jel-
lyfish galaxies in low redshift clusters and the effect of ram-
pressure stripping by the ICM. To achieve this, we com-
pare the projected position and velocity of a large sample
of cluster jellyfish candidates from Poggianti et al. (2016,
P16 from now onwards) and a sub-sample of confirmed jelly-
fish galaxies from the GASP survey, with the control parent
sample of cluster galaxies from WINGS (WIde-field Nearby
Galaxy-cluster Survey; Fasano et al. 2006; Moretti et al.
2014) and its extension OmegaWINGS (Gullieuszik et al.
2015; Moretti et al. 2017). In Section 2 we summarize the
data available, and describe the sample of clusters, cluster
galaxies, jellyfish candidates and confirmed jellyfish. We also
separate the jellyfish galaxies observed with MUSE into four
different categories related to their stripping stages. In Sec-
tion 3 we construct analytic models of ram-pressure strip-
ping for two (low and high-mass) clusters and two (low and
high-mass) galaxies, and identify the regions in position vs.
velocity phase-space diagrams where ram-pressure stripping
is effective at removing gas from the galaxies in the different
cases. In Section 4 we use the constructed models to inter-
pret the spatial and velocity distribution of jellyfish galaxies
in relation to their stripping stage. Moreover, we compare
the velocity distributions of different galaxy populations to
study their virialization states and their orbital types. In
Section 5 we summarize our findings and draw conclusions.
Throughout this paper we assume a concordance
ΛCDM cosmology with ΩM =0.3, ΩΛ =0.7, and H0 =70
km s−1 Mpc−1. We adopt a (Chabrier 2003) initial mass
function (IMF) in the mass range 0.1-100M.
2 DATASET
2.1 The galaxy clusters
This paper makes use of the sample of cluster galaxies from
WINGS (Fasano et al. 2006; Moretti et al. 2014) and its
extension OmegaWINGS (Gullieuszik et al. 2015; Moretti
et al. 2017).
WINGS is a multi-wavelength survey of 76 galaxy clus-
ters at 0.04 < z < 0.07, selected in X-rays from the ROSAT
All Sky Survey (Ebeling et al. 1996, 1998, 2000). The core
of the survey are B and V imaging (Varela et al. 2009) that
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 1. Left: cluster velocity dispersion (σcl, with error bars) vs. the X-ray luminosity (LX) of the WINGS/OmegaWINGS clusters
used in this work (all grey points). Clusters with spectroscopic completeness > 50% are highlighted with darker grey symbols. Right:
The stellar mass (MF) vs disk scale length (Rd) of all the cluster and field spirals (S) from the WINGS/OmegaWINGS samples with
a redshift. Error bars for both quantities are plotted, but note that for Rd the errors are almost always smaller than the symbol. The
green pentagons indicate the properties of the model clusters A and B (left) and model galaxies I and II (right) discussed in Section 3.1
(see also Tables 1 and 2).
cover the central 34′ × 34′ of the clusters, reaching out to
at least 0.6×R2001. Complementary spectroscopic observa-
tions were obtained for a sub-sample of 48 clusters with
WYFFOS@WHT and 2dF@AAT (Cava et al. 2009).
OmegaWINGS is an extension of WINGS that quadru-
ples the area covered for a sub-sample of the clusters, al-
lowing to study the effect of cluster environment on galaxies
well beyond the virial radius. Imaging in the u, B, and V
bands were obtained with OmegaCAM@VST for 46 of the
WINGS clusters over an area of ∼1 deg2 (Gullieuszik et al.
2015). The spectroscopic follow-up has been obtained for
a sub-sample of 33 clusters with the 2dFdr@AAT (Moretti
et al. 2017).
The clusters span a wide range of velocity dispersion
(σ ∼500-1300 km/s; Cava et al. 2009; Moretti et al. 2017)
and X-ray luminosity (LX ∼ 0.2 − 5 × 1044 erg/s Ebel-
ing et al. 1996, 1998, 2000), as shown in the left panel of
Figure 1. Since the clusters also span a range of redshifts
(0.04 < z < 0.07), and thus sizes in the sky, the radial cov-
erage and completeness of the spectroscopy can vary signif-
icantly. However, the sample of all WINGS/OmegaWINGS
clusters covers at least ∼ 1× R200 and up to ∼ 3.5× R200.
32 out of the 76 clusters have a global spectroscopic com-
pleteness (calculated both as a function of V magnitude and
radial projected distance from the BCG) higher than ≈ 50%
(see Table 1 in Paccagnella et al. 2017). In this paper we use
the full sample of WINGS/OmegaWINGS clusters (unless
otherwise specified) noting that at clustercentric distances
> R200 biases originated by spectroscopic incompleteness
could be present.
1 R200 is defined to be the radius delimiting a sphere with interior
mean density 200 times the critical density. It is typically used as
an approximation for the cluster virial radius
2.2 The galaxy population
In the fields of the WINGS/OmegaWINGS clusters there are
42,816 galaxies with a spectroscopic redshift. 17,957 of them
are classified as cluster members, based on the 3σ clipping
method.
Morphologies of the WINGS galaxies were obtained ap-
plying the MORPHOT classification tool to the images,
that closely reproduces the visual classification of ellipticals,
lenticulars and spirals (Fasano et al. 2012; Moretti et al.
2014). Effective radii (reff ) from single-Sersic fits were ob-
tained using the GASPHOT tool (Pignatelli, Fasano & Cas-
sata 2006; D’Onofrio et al. 2014). Since this paper focuses
on infalling disk galaxies (modelled in Section 3.2), we com-
pute the disk scale-length (rd) for the disk galaxies (Sersic
index n ∼ 1) with spiral morphologies (T-type > 0 from
MORPHOT) assuming rd = reff/1.6783, which is true for
n = 1.
Other galaxy properties were derived fitting the fiber
spectra with the spectro-photometric model SINOPSIS
(SImulatiNg OPtical Spectra wIth Stellar population mod-
els; Fritz et al. 2007, 2011, 2014). The model utilizes the
stellar population synthesis technique to reproduce the ob-
served spectra. The output of the model includes star for-
mation rates (SFRs) and stellar masses (M∗), among other
quantities. In this paper we use stellar masses locked into
stars that are in the nuclear-burning phase plus stellar rem-
nants. The stellar masses of the cluster galaxies ranges be-
tween 108 and 1012M (mean 6.3×109M). The right panel
of Figure 1 shows the galaxy mass as a function of size for
the spiral galaxy population in and outside the clusters. The
correlation between galaxy mass and size has a scatter be-
tween ∼ 0.5 and 0.9 kpc in the stellar mass range from 109
to 1011M.
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Figure 2. Hα flux emission maps (colourbar) on top of isophotes of Hα continuum in steps of 0.5 mag/arcsec−2 (red contours) for 4
example GASP galaxies in different stripping stages. From left to right: a) A galaxy with moderate signs of “Stripping”; b) a galaxy
featuring very long gas tails indicative of “Extreme-stripping”; c) a truncated “Post-stripping” galaxy; and d) a disturbed galaxy where
the physical cause of the disturbance is unclear (“?”).
2.3 The sub-sample of jellyfish candidates
The focus of this paper is to study the environmental history
of jellyfish or heavily stripped galaxies in clusters. We use the
jellyfish candidate catalog of P16, that contains 409 nearby
galaxies with optical signatures suggestive of gas stripping in
a wide range of environments from the samples of WINGS,
OmegaWINGS, and PM2CG (Calvi, Poggianti & Vulcani
2011), a field comparison sample, not considered in this pa-
per. The jellyfish galaxy candidates were split into distinct
“classes” (JClass) from visual inspection of B-band images:
• JClass 5 and 4 correspond to the most convincing cases
of stripping. They include the classical jellyfish galaxies with
clear t entacles of stripped material.
• JClass 3 are probable cases of stripping with clear one-
sided asymmetries.
• JClass 2 and 1 are the weakest cases of stripping.
P16 showed that the main bodies of the jellyfish can-
didates are mostly disky, with stellar masses ranging from
109 to 1011.5M. The same authors showed that, although
the jellyfish galaxies span a similarly broad range of stel-
lar masses and host cluster mass as the parent sample of
WINGS/OmegaWINGS galaxies, they show enhanced star-
formation rates (by a factor of & 2) compared to non-
stripped galaxies of similar stellar mass. Of¿ the jellyfish
candidates with a spectroscopic redshift, 70% are cluster
members. However, P16 found that the incidence of jellyfish
with a spectroscopic redshift from WINGS/OmegaWINGS
did not show a clear correlation with cluster velocity disper-
sion or X-ray luminosity.
2.4 Confirmed jellyfish galaxies
The ongoing GASP survey will observe over 100 jellyfish
candidates from P16 as well as a control sample of non-
stripped galaxies. So far, 80 of the GASP galaxies have been
observed with MUSE. Here we focus on the sub-sample of
49 of the GASP jellyfish in clusters observed to date.
From the MUSE datacubes, we have created maps of the
stellar (continuum) and gas (Hα) components of the galaxies
(see examples in Fig 2 and in Poggianti et al. 2017b,a; Bell-
house et al. 2017; Fritz et al. 2017; Gullieuszik et al. 2017).
These maps were used to visually re-classify the galaxies ac-
cording to their apparent stripping stage into the following
categories:
• “Extreme-stripping”: long one-sided gas tails compara-
ble or larger than the stellar diameter.
• “Post-stripping”: truncated gas disks that are smaller
than the stellar disk.
• “Stripping”: any other clear sign of stripping, such as
the presence of a disturbed gaseous component relative to
the stars.
• “?”: complex disturbed morphology that does not allow
to conclude that ram-pressure stripping is the (only) mech-
anism at play. A couple of these cases show galaxies nearby
that could potentially be interacting with them.
We emphasize that the component that is disturbed in the
jellyfish galaxies is the gas. The stars are undisturbed and
rotate smoothly within the disk (not shown here, but see
Poggianti et al. 2017b; Bellhouse et al. 2017; Gullieuszik
et al. 2017; Fritz et al. 2017), which supports the idea that its
ram-pressure stripping rather than tidal effects giving rise
to the jellyfish morphology. Out of the 49 cluster galaxies
observed by GASP, we found that 22 are experiencing mod-
erate gas stripping (“Stripping”), 12 “Extreme-stripping”
and 4 “Post stripping”. The remaining 16 show complex
morphologies (“?”). Figure 2 shows composite images from
MUSE data of a few examples jellyfish galaxies observed
by GASP in the different categories. The effect of the ram-
pressure “wind” is visible from the Hα morphologies of the
stripped galaxies in panels a, b, and c. Moreover, the fact
that jellyfish galaxies still hold gas in their cores is indicative
of outside-in stripping. This hypothesis is also supported by
the gas kinematics and metallicity gradients seen in jelly-
fish galaxies (Poggianti et al. 2017b; Bellhouse et al. 2017;
Gullieuszik et al. 2017; Fritz et al. 2017).
From the classification exercise it became clear that the
distribution of Hα gas with respect to the stellar component
(this paper) is a much more representative and quantita-
tive way to determine the stripping stage of a galaxy than
through broad-band (BB) imaging (P16), which only shows
the tip of the iceberg of the stripped gas. Nevertheless, the
classification of GASP galaxies is mostly in agreement with
the JClass classification of P16: GASP galaxies visibly un-
dergoing “Extreme stripping” also have the highest JClass
numbers, while the “stripped” and “post-stripped” galaxies
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 3. The ram-pressure intensity profile for the model clus-
ters A (solid lines) and B (dashed lines) for different differential
velocities of an infalling galaxy.
have JClass∼ 3. However, weak jellyfish features in BB op-
tical images are not able to distinguish between stripping
and post-stripping.
In this work we treat the confirmed jellyfish galaxy sam-
ple (i.e. galaxies observed by GASP so far that show signs
of stripping) separately from the bigger sample of jellyfish
candidates from Poggianti et al. (2016), and utilize MUSE
data when available to compute spectroscopic redshifts (and
thus cluster membership), and stellar masses. The redshift
was obtained from the spectra in the central part of the
galaxy, while the masses were computed from SINOPSIS,
using the integrated spectra within the lowest surface bright-
ness stellar isophote defined from the continuum underlying
Hα, down to ∼ 1× σ from the background level (see sec.6.5
in Poggianti et al. 2017b, for details).
Finally, it is important to note that the detectability
of stripped gas tails (and thus jellyfish galaxies) is expected
to be sensitive to the lifetime of the tail before it is mixed
(which is very poorly understood), as well as the inclination
of the galaxy motion with respect to the observer. Between
galaxies being stripped along the line of sight and galaxies
moving along the plane of the sky, the latter are more likely
to display extended visible tails that could facilitate their
identification as “jellyfish”. However, we note that we have
confirmed cases of line-of-sight stripping in our sample. The
most extreme of such examples is the GASP galaxy JO201,
presented in Bellhouse et al. (2017), which not only has clear
tails of stripped gas along the plane of the sky (due to a
small inclination angle with respect to the observer), but
also a complex gas kinematics that impressively shows the
stripped material that is dragging behind the galaxy. How-
ever, most of the other galaxies undergoing “Extreme strip-
ping” (e.g. JO204: Gullieuszik et al. 2017), are more likely
to be traveling mostly in a direction perpendicular to the
observer.
Model σcl R200 β ρ0 Rc
name (km s−1) (Mpc) (10−23Kg m−3) (kpc)
Cluster A 593 1.55 0.5 6.69 13
Cluster B 982 2.37 0.5 4.30 82
Table 1. Properties of the model clusters: low-mass cluster (A)
and high-mass cluster (B). The columns are: cluster, velocity dis-
persion, R200, β parameter from equation 2, central gas den-
sity ρ0. References for Cluster A: Mei et al. (2007); McLaugh-
lin (1999); Ferrarese et al. (2012). Reference for Cluster B: Chen
et al. (2007).
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Figure 4. The anchoring force as a function of radial distance
from the galaxy centre for two model galaxies (I and II, as indi-
cated).
3 MODELLING RAM-PRESSURE STRIPPING
ANALYTICALLY
In the following we present models of ram-pressure strip-
ping intensity based on two different cluster models and two
different galaxy models.
Ram-pressure by the ICM was defined by Gunn & Gott
(1972) as:
Pram = ρICM∆v
2
cl(3D) (1)
where ∆vcl(3D) is the differential 3D velocity of the
galaxy with respect to the cluster centre, and ρICM the den-
sity of the ICM, which decreases with clustercentric radius.
When Pram exceeds the anchoring self-gravity provided
by the galaxy (Πgal), the galaxies’ gas is stripped.
In the following, we create general cluster (§3.1) and
galaxy (§3.2) models that can conveniently be used in other
studies to predict the amount of gas stripped (§3.3) and
define ram-pressure stripping zones in position vs. velocity
phase-space diagrams (§3.4).
3.1 Cluster models
The ICM gas density profile of clusters is typically
parametrized with a β-model (Cavaliere & Fusco-Femiano
1976), as:
ρICM (rcl(3D)) = ρ0
[
1 +
(
rcl(3D)
Rc
)2]−3β/2
(2)
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Model logMF Mgas/MF Rd Πgal(r=0)
name (M) (kpc) (Nm−2)
Galaxy I 9.2 0.7 1.4 9.2× 10−12
Galaxy II 10.1 0.3 2.2 8.9× 10−11
Table 2. Properties of the model galaxies: low-mass galaxy (I),
and high-mass galaxy (II). Columns are: stellar masses (MF), gas
fractions (include HI and H2, from Popping, Somerville & Trager
2014), disk scale-length (rd, mean values of the OmegaWINGS
galaxies in the low- and high-mass bins shown in the right-hand
panel of Figure 1), and the resulting anchoring force of the galaxy
(Πgal, computed from equation 3).
where ρ0 is the gas density at the cluster center, Rc
the core radius, and rcl(3D) the 3D distance from the cluster
centre.
We use two cluster models that seek to cover the ex-
tremes of the cluster population. Their properties are listed
in Table 1. Cluster A represents low-mass cluster popula-
tion. Hence, we use the ICM of the Virgo cluster as refer-
ence as it is a well studied in the context of ram-pressure
stripping (e.g Vollmer et al. 2001; Chung et al. 2009; Boselli
et al. 2011; Ferrarese et al. 2012; Yoon et al. 2017), and
widely referenced in galaxy evolution studies. Cluster B in-
stead represents high mass clusters. In this case we used
Abell 85 (A85) as reference as it is one of the most massive
clusters in WINGS and it is also well studied (e.g. Kempner,
Sarazin & Ricker 2002; Durret, Lima Neto & Forman 2005;
Bravo-Alfaro et al. 2009; Aguerri et al. 2017).
Figure 3 shows Pram as a function of distance from the
core of Virgo (Cluster A, dashed line) and A85 (Cluster B,
solid line), computed using equations 1 and 2) for different
galaxy velocities.
Note that, although at the cluster centres Pram is sim-
ilar in both clusters, at increasing rcl(3D) they quickly start
to differ by almost an order of magnitude, and if we con-
sider the typical velocities of galaxies in each cluster (σcl
from ∼ 400 to ∼ 1300 km s−1), the difference can become
even larger.
3.2 Galaxy models
To assess whether the cluster can strip the gas in an infalling
galaxy it is necessary to have an estimate of the orbit and
also the galaxy’s anchoring (restoring) force or self-gravity.
The galaxies’s anchoring force, Πgal, can be modelled
assuming the form:
Πgal(r
′) = 2piGΣsΣg (3)
where Σs and Σg are the density profiles of the stellar
and gaseous disks respectively.
Given that most jellyfish galaxies are gas-rich late-type
galaxies (although see the peculiar cases of stripping pre-
sented in Sheen et al. 2017, and Moretti et al. submitted),
we assume an exponential (disk) profile for the density of
both the gas and the stars:
Σ(r′) = Σ0e
−r′/Rd (4)
where r′ is the radial distance from the centre of the
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Figure 5. The anchoring force at r′ = 2 × Rd as a function of
stellar mass for all spiral galaxies in our (cluster plus field) sample.
The grey pentagons correspond to the the model galaxies I and
II.
galaxy, Rd is the disk scale length, Σ0 = Md/(2piR
2
d), and
Md is the mass in the disk.
In order to create generic disk galaxy models we
explored the properties of the disky spiral galaxies in
WINGS/OmegaWINGS, plotted in the right hand side of
Figure 1. We distinguished field (blue) from cluster (red)
galaxies and found no strong segregation in either mass or
size. Since the galaxies are disk-dominated we assume that
the stellar disk (Md,F) is equivalent to the total stellar mass
of the galaxy. We discuss the impact of the inclusion of a
bulge component in Section 3.5.
Another parameter we had to assume was the gas frac-
tion. We used as reference the work of Popping, Somerville &
Trager (2014), who show the variation of HI and H2 content
of disk-dominated galaxies (B/T<0.4) as a function of stellar
mass. In the mass range 108 < MF < 1011.5M the fraction
of HI mass relative to stellar mass varies between 150 to 5%.
For 1010M galaxies the HI gas fraction is ∼ 20%. To this
fraction we need to add the H2 gas component, which is less
abundant and varies much less with MF (from 10 to 4% in
the abovementioned mass range).
We assume that the extent of the gas (rd,g) is larger
than the size of the stellar disk (rd,F) by a factor of = 1.7.
This value corresponds to the HI to optical radius of non
HI-deficient spiral galaxies in Virgo (Cayatte et al. 1994)
Having a good characterization of the galaxies we can
now compute Πgal. We do this for two idealized galaxies
(Galaxy I and II) that represent the mean of the low (< 5×
109M) and high (> 5×109M) mass galaxies in our galaxy
sample (see right hand panel of Figure 1). The properties of
the model galaxies are listed in Table 2, and the resulting
Πgal profile as a function of r is shown in Figure 4.
For completeness and future reference, Figure 5 further
shows Πgal computed at r = 2× Rd as a function of stellar
mass for WINGS/OmegaWINGS galaxies, colour-coded by
disk scale length. The figure highlights the interconnected
role of stellar mass and size in the estimation of the restoring
force of a galaxy. It is interesting to notice that a dwarf
galaxy with MF = 1×109M can in principle have the same
central restoring force as a galaxy 100 times more massive
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(MF = 1× 1011M) if the sizes are very different. Galaxies
with higher central densities (red symbols) have stronger
anchoring pressure.
3.3 Computing the amount of stripped gas
Having a model of the galaxy (§3.2) and the cluster (§3.1)
that it is infalling into, it is possible to estimate the amount
of stripping (total gas mass lost by the galaxy) by directly
comparing Pram (Figure 3) with Πgal (Figure 4). We sum-
marize the steps below:
(i) Obtain the position and velocity of the galaxy (or galaxies)
within its host cluster. These are the phase-space coordi-
nates. Note that because these quantities come from photo-
metric and spectroscopic observations of the cluster, one can
only measure projected distances (rcl) and line-of-sight ve-
locities (∆vcl), which are lower limits to the real (3D) values
(see discussion in Section 3.5).
(ii) Using the (i), compute Pram from equations 1 and 2 if ρICM
is known (from X-ray observations of the cluster of interest).
Alternatively, a scaled estimate can be inferred from the
relations displayed in Figure 3.
(iii) Compute the anchoring force of the galaxy, Πgal from equa-
tions 3 if the galaxy mass, size and morphological type is
known, or get a scaled estimate from the relations plotted
in Figure 4 and Figure 5.
(iv) Compare the Pram obtained in (ii) with the radial profile of
Πgal for the galaxy obtained in (iii), and identify the radius
rt within the galaxy disk at which Pram = Πgal. Because
ram-pressure strips the disk gas outside-in, rt corresponds
to the radius of stripping, or “truncation” radius.
(v) From rt we can further compute the remaining gas mass in
the galaxy following:
f = 1 +
[
e−rt/Rd
(−rt
Rd
− 1
)]
(5)
This equation is directly derived from the mass distri-
bution of an exponential disk assuming the remaining gas is
enclosed inside the truncation radius (r′ < rt).
3.4 Ram-pressure stripping in phase-space
Position vs. velocity phase-space diagrams are very useful
tools to study the orbital histories of galaxies in clusters.
Moreover, these diagrams can be utilized to study clus-
ter processes such as ram-pressure stripping (Herna´ndez-
Ferna´ndez et al. 2014; Jaffe´ et al. 2015; Yoon et al. 2017) or
tidal mass loss (Rhee et al. 2017).
Figure 6 shows schematically the position vs. velocity
phase-space location of simulated cluster galaxies from Rhee
et al. (2017), separated by time since infall and normalized
by cluster size and velocity dispersion. Infalling galaxies will
approach the cluster centre gaining velocity, so they are lo-
cated within the blue contours of the figure. After the galaxy
has passed pericentre, it will inevitably “bounce” back in
phase-space but with lower velocity due to the combined ef-
fect of violent relaxation, dynamical friction, and the growth
of the cluster. For this reason, galaxies that have been in the
cluster for over a cluster crossing time will tend to gather
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Figure 6. The position vs. velocity phase-space diagram of 15
simulated group and cluster galaxies (mass range from 0.5× 1013
to 1× 1015M) from Rhee et al. (2017, private communication),
considering multiple lines of sight, separated into “virialized” (en-
tered the cluster > 4 Gyr ago; red contours) and “Recent infalls”
(falling towards the cluster for the first time or recently entered
the cluster < 2 Gyr; blue contours). A galaxy is considered to
enter the cluster when it has crossed R200 for the first time. The
contours enclose 1000, 2500, and 5000 particles from lighter to
darker colours respectively. The axes have been normalized by
cluster size (R200) and cluster velocity dispersion (σcl) to allow
the stacking of 15 simulated clusters with masses between 1013
and 1015M. The green area indicates the region where ram-
pressure by the ICM is able to strip 10% (dotted line) to 90%
(solid lines) of the total gas mass of an low-mass galaxy (model
galaxy I) falling in a massive cluster (model cluster B). For details
see Section 3, and Tables 1 and 2.
near the centre of the cluster at lower velocities (red “viri-
alized” region). Note that the “virialized” and “Recent in-
falls” regions, although fundamentally different, have some
overlap at high velocities in the inner part of the cluster
(rcl(3D) < R200).
From the modelling described in Sections 3.1, 3.2,
and 3.3 it is possible to construct regions in phase-space
where ram-pressure stripping is at play. This is shown in
the green “cone” of Figure 6, that represents as an example,
the region where a low-mass galaxy (model Galaxy I) would
be incrementally stripped (losing from 10 to 90% of its gas)
by ram-pressure as it falls into a massive cluster (Cluster
B). The different green curves further show the increasing
effect of ram-pressure with decreasing clustercentric distance
and increasing velocities, in accordance with equation 1. As
more gas gets stripped (indicated by the percentages of to-
tal gas mass lost in the legend), the truncation radius will
inevitably become smaller. Note that the green lines do not
reach zero velocity because ram pressure intensity depends
on velocity squared.
It is important to highlight that the stripping region in
phase-space depends on cluster mass and galaxy mass/size,
with lower-mass, less concentrated galaxies being more vul-
nerable to stripping than massive galaxies. Ram-pressure
stripping “cones” generated by different clusters for differ-
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ent galaxies are shown in Figure 8 and will be discussed in
Section 4.
3.5 Caveats
There are several caveats to the simplistic ram-pressure
stripping model presented in this section. We summarize
the most important ones here:
• Scatter introduced by projection effects. Observation-
ally, one measures projected radius in the plane of the sky
and line-of-sight velocities. The 3D radius scales with the
projected radius as rcl = cos(ϕ)rcl(3D), where ϕ is the pro-
jection angle, that can vary between 0 and pi/2. On average,
rcl =
2
pi
rcl(3D) but there is considerable scatter. The pro-
jected velocity is also a lower limit to the 3D velocity by a
factor of
√
3 on average.
Despite the known projection effects, several works using
cosmological simulations have shown that it is possible to
separate the oldest from the most recently accreted clus-
ter members in projected phase-space. Galaxies with inter-
mediate time-since-infall (including backsplash galaxies) are
harder to distinguish, as they overlap in phase-space with
both the virialized and the recent infall galaxies (Oman,
Hudson & Behroozi 2013; Jaffe´ et al. 2015; Rhee et al. 2017).
However,Yoon et al. (2017) recently showed that it is pos-
sible to identify the backsplash population combining the
phase-space location of cluster galaxies with detailed HI ob-
servations, which they used as a proxy for the galaxy’s strip-
ping stage and thus time since infall.
• The analysis presented in this section applies to disk
galaxies. For non-disk galaxies the calculation of the restor-
ing force should be altered.
• The analysis also assumes the clusters are regular (dy-
namically relaxed), with a spherical β-profile for the ICM
density (Equation 2). For clusters with significant substruc-
ture it should be noted that the intensity of ram-pressure
can be enhanced at places and inhomogeneous across the
cluster and that the orbits (and thus velocities) of infalling
galaxies can also be altered (Owers et al. 2012; Vijayaragha-
van & Ricker 2013; Jaffe´ et al. 2016; McPartland et al. 2016).
We note however that most of the clusters considered in this
paper have a regular distribution of galaxies (both spatially
and in velocity). Only a fraction (∼ 1/3) of clusters show
signs of galaxy substructure, but the contribution of such
substructures are expected to become less significant when
we stack all the clusters together in phase-space (c.f. Sec-
tion 4.1). Nevertheless, owing to the known importance of
cluster and group mergers in the evolution of galaxies, we
will use our sample of clusters to study the effect of cluster
substructure and cluster mergers in the formation of jellyfish
galaxies in a dedicated follow-up study.
• The Gunn & Gott (1972) approximation assumes a
face-on interaction between the galaxy and the ICM. Al-
though simulations show that the inclination of the galaxy
with respect to the cluster (i.e. the wind angle) can lead
to complex behaviour (e.g. Abadi, Moore & Bower 1999;
Vollmer et al. 2001), it has been shown that the amount
of stripping is only significantly altered in the case of edge-
on interactions (Roediger & Bru¨ggen 2006), which are very
rare.
• We assume the disk galaxies are not stripped in any way
before entering the cluster, which might not be the case if
there were any pre-processing in lower density environments
(see e.g. Jaffe´ et al. 2016).
• Finally, we note that because our galaxy models assume
a pure disk profile, they may have underestimated the true
anchoring force by neglecting the contribution of the dark
matter halo and bulge. In principle this could result in an
overestimation of the gas stripping. We estimate the addi-
tional contribution of the bulge and dark matter halo using
analytical models. Our test models consist of an Navarro,
Frenk & White (1996, NFW) halo, a Hernquist (1990) pro-
file for the bulge, and the same exponential disks of gas and
stars of Galaxy I and II. We measure the restoring force for
gas within ∼ 10×Rd, near the plane of the galaxy, and we
consider a wide range of halo concentrations (c = 10 to 30).
We find that the contribution of the bulge and halo can be
significant, but only in the very inner disk (at < 0.5Rd). At
2Rd, the addition of both the bulge and halo increases the
anchoring force by no more than a few percent, which we cal-
culate has only a very mild impact on predicted truncation
radii.
4 THE ORBITAL HISTORY OF JELLYFISH
GALAXIES IN CLUSTERS
In the following, we use projected position and line-of-sight
velocity information of the cluster jellyfish galaxies to infer
the time since infall into the cluster, the eccentricity of the
orbits, and the intensity of ram-pressure stripping exerted
by the ICM, modeled in Section 3.
4.1 Jellyfish galaxies in phase-space
Figure 7 shows the projected phase-space distribution of all
the cluster members in our galaxy sample (orange back-
ground) stacked together in a “master cluster”. The densest
part of the plot (darker orange) corresponds to the “viri-
alized” part of the clusters. The location of jellyfish galax-
ies in phase-space is highlighted with stars on top of the
overall cluster population. Smaller symbols correspond to
jellyfish candidates from P16 while larger symbols repre-
sent confirmed jellyfish from GASP. Given the large size of
the WINGS/OmegaWINGS cluster galaxy sample, we lim-
ited the cluster sample to the clusters with completeness
>50% to reduce biases, but plotted jellyfish galaxies in all
clusters to increase the number count. We checked however
that the distribution of jellyfish galaxies restricted to clus-
ters with spectroscopic completeness >50% in phase-space
is very similar to the distribution of all jellyfish galaxies. In
the region where there is higher spectroscopic coverage for
all clusters (r < R200) the incidence of jellyfish relative to
the overall population of cluster galaxies peaks near the ref-
erence escape velocity curve, avoiding the virialized part of
the cluster where most of the cluster members that are not
currently undergoing stripping are. The difference in the dis-
tributions can be quantified with a 2D Kolmogorov-Smirnov
(KS) test, that gives a very low probability (0.6%) that the
samples of stripping (P16 jellyfish; stars) and non-stripping
(WINGS/OmegaWINGS; colourbar) cluster galaxies within
rcl < R200 are extracted from the same parent distribution.
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Figure 7. The location in projected position vs. velocity phase-space of all the jellyfish galaxy candidates from P16 (small gray stars)
and the ones observed with MUSE by GASP so far (larger colored stars), separated by stripping stage as indicated. The background
shows the distribution of all WINGS/OmegaWINGS clusters with spectroscopic completeness > 50% stacked together (orange colorbar).
The gray curve corresponds to the 3D (un-projected) escape velocity in a NFW halo with concentration c = 6 for reference. Note that,
contrary to the absolute velocities plotted in the phase-space diagram of Figure 6, the velocity axis in this plot has positive and negative
values. To the right of the phase-space diagram, a plot shows the velocity distribution of the overall cluster population of galaxies (open
red histogram), all the jellyfish candidates from P16 (filled grey histogram), and the galaxies observed by GASP that are confirmed
stripping cases (i.e. “Stripping”, “Extreme stripping”, and “Post-stripping; dashed blue histogram) at rcl < R100. All histograms have
been normalized to unity for comparison.
Focusing on the GASP galaxies, it is noticeable how
the jellyfishes with longest tentacles of stripped material
(“Extreme stripping”; green stars) are all located within
0.5 × R200 and many are at |∆v|/σ > 1, which results in a
broad velocity distribution. Their location coincides with the
most favorable conditions for ram pressure stripping within
the cluster, which requires a small projected cluster-centric
radius, and high absolute differential velocity with respect
to the cluster redshift (see §3). In fact, in the first papers
from the GASP series (Poggianti et al. 2017b; Bellhouse
et al. 2017; Fritz et al. 2017; Gullieuszik et al. 2017) we have
carefully compared the truncation radius measured from the
Hα maps with the predictions from the position of three of
these galaxies in phase-space. We found in all cases a good
agreement between the predicted and measured stripping. In
particular, we find that the galaxies have lost a significant
fraction (& 15, 50, and 40%) of their total gas mass during
their first infall into the cluster. Moreover, hydrodynamical
simulations of one of the galaxies (JO204; Gullieuszik et al.
2017) further confirm the estimated amount of stripping.
The galaxies with milder signatures of stripping (“Strip-
ping”; blue stars in Figure 7), unlike the“extreme stripping”
cases, are mostly located beyond > 0.5 × R200, but they
share the elevated velocities and wide velocity distribution
with respect to the general cluster population (see histogram
in the right-hand panel of Figure 7). The distribution of
both populations of stripped galaxies in phase-space coin-
cides remarkably well with the region of “recent infallers”
defined from cosmological simulations in Rhee et al. (2017)
and shown in Figure 6. However, the distribution of galaxies
undergoing moderate “Stripping” is notably different than
that “Extreme stripping” galaxies. In fact, the K-S proba-
bility that they are drawn from the same parent distribution
is 0.026%.
Interestingly, the galaxies with heavily truncated gas
disks (“Post-stripping”; purple stars) are near the centre of
the cluster, which indicates they had an orbit which brought
them close to the core of the cluster, where ram-pressure is
most intense. Although so far GASP has only observed 4
“Post-stripping” galaxies, their moderate velocities could be
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Figure 8. The location in position vs. velocity phase-space of jellyfish galaxies in high mass clusters (top panels; σcl > 750km/s) and low
mass clusters (bottom panels; σcl < 750lkm/s)) separated in two bins of stellar mass: > 5× 109M on the left panels and < 5× 109M
on the right panels. As in Figure 7, grey stars correspond to the jellyfish sample of P16 while the bigger stars are the confirmed jellyfish
galaxies from GASP. Lines of different intensities of ram-pressure are indicated in each case: the dashed coloured lines indicate 10%
stripping of the total gas mass, while the solid line corresponds to 90% stripping. The grey curve corresponds to the escape velocity in a
NFW halo. The vertical dashed line indicates r = R200, which is roughly the extent to which all clusters used have a high spectroscopic
completeness.
interpreted as an indication of deceleration post-pericentric
passage.
Finally, the galaxies with inconclusive gas morpholo-
gies (“?”, orange stars) share common location with the
moderately stripped galaxies, not ruling out the effect of
ram-pressure.
To assess the intensity of ram-pressure that the galax-
ies could be experiencing, we split the sample of GASP
galaxies in 4 bins, according to their stellar masses, and
the masses of the clusters. We consider low mass galaxies all
the galaxies with MF < 5× 109M and high-mass galaxies
MF > 5 × 109M. Likewise, we separate cluster by mass,
splitting them in velocity dispersion at 750 km s−1. Figure 8
shows the phase-space distribution of jellyfish in those 4
bins. In each case, the area where ram-pressure stripping
is at play (from 10% to 90% stripping) is indicated with a
shaded colored area. The upper-right panel corresponds to
the case of most efficient stripping, while the lower-left panel
corresponds to the least efficient stripping, with gas loss only
occurring in a limited range of distances and velocities. This
is partly reflected in the larger number of jellyfish found in
the top-right panel with respect to the lower-left, although
there might be selection effects related to the impact of the
viewing angle and stripping stage in the identification of jel-
lyfish galaxies.
GASP galaxies undergoing “Extreme stripping” (green
stars in Figure 8) are high mass galaxies in both low- and
high-mass clusters. With only one exception, these galaxies
are inside or near the zone where ram-pressure is estimated
to be most intense. It is important to keep in mind that
the plotted velocities are lower-limits to the real 3D veloc-
ities of the galaxies, and that these particular galaxies dis-
play long tails of stripped gas, which implies that a large
component of their velocities are in the plane of the sky.
In other words, it is likely that these galaxies would move
up in the velocity direction in real 3D phase-space. Tak-
ing this into consideration we conclude that galaxies classi-
fied as “Extreme stripping” from their Hα morphologies are
consistent with being subject to intense ram-pressure close
to pericentric passage (i.e. peak stripping). This result was
partially shown in Fig. 4 of (Poggianti et al. 2017a), where
among the 7 GASP galaxies with the strongest signatures of
stripping observed with MUSE by then, the majority were
found to host an AGN. All of these galaxies are located in
the area of phase-space where ram pressure stripping is the
strongest, supporting the hypothesis that ram pressure can
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induce AGN activity. Ram-pressure stripping simulations by
Tonnesen & Bryan (2012) show that the star-formation rate
in the stripped tails depends on the amount of gas stripped
and the ICM pressure. It is thus possible that only massive
galaxies were able to keep their gas for long enough to still
be gas-rich by the time they approach pericentre. If they
pass close to the cluster core (as our “Extreme stripping”
galaxies do), the gas that is stripped will be able to form
more stars. Another possibility is that massive galaxies will
show bright (detectable) optical tails for longer than low-
mass ones. We will investigate these possibilities with the
full GASP sample in future studies.
It is interesting to note that many of the jellyfish galax-
ies with less extreme signs of stripping (“Stripping”, blue
stars in Figure 8) are low-mass galaxies in low-mass clus-
ters located outside the high-intensity stripping zone. As
explained in Section 3.5, the main caveat in the interpre-
tation of the distribution of galaxies in phase-space is the
effect of projection, which makes the measured distances
and velocities lower limits to the real values. The one-sided
tails of jellyfish galaxies indicate that they are moving at
least partially along the plane of the sky, which in turn
means that their projected velocities are likely lower than
their true value. It is not trivial to infer the 3D velocity of
observed cluster galaxies but it is reasonable to argue that,
on average, the measured (line-of-sight) velocities of jellyfish
galaxies are more likely to be an underestimation of the real
(3D) value in comparison to other cluster galaxies. Consider-
ing this, it is possible that, after removing projection offsets,
many of these “Stripping” jellyfish outside the high-intensity
stripping zone in projected phase-space would be inside this
zone if de-projected. Alternatively, it is possible that some of
the jellyfish galaxies could reside in clusters with significant
sub-structure (e.g. the Shapley supercluster), where multi-
ple cluster centres are present and/or ram-pressure is likely
enhanced outside the cluster core. Although in our sample
most clusters are not undergoing mergers, if we exclude the
most unrelaxed clusters from the analysis, we find that the
remaining jellyfish galaxies in phase-space avoid the low-
velocity region of phase-space, preferring the intense ram-
pressure stripping areas. In other words, many of the jelly-
fish galaxies that sit outside the high-intensity ram-pressure
stripping zone in Figure 8 are possibly being affected by
substructures within the cluster and clumpy ICM. As men-
tioned earlier, we plan to present an in-depth analysis of the
presence and effect of cluster substructure in the formation
of jellyfish galaxies in a follow-up study. Lastly, it is also pos-
sible that some of these galaxies, although have clearly been
disturbed by ram-pressure, are not well represented by our
models, or have not lost a significant fraction of gas (> 10%)
to the ICM yet.
If we group all stripping cases together (“Extreme strip-
ping”, “Stripping” and “Post-stripping”), ∼ 60% are inside
or very near the plotted ram-pressure stripping “cones”. The
lowest coincidence occurs for low-mass galaxies in low-mass
clusters. Finally, many of the galaxies classified as “Un-
known” are also located inside or near this region, which
suggests that ram-pressure could be at least one of the mech-
anisms responsible for their disturbed appearance.
Overall, the properties of the jellyfish galaxies, as re-
vealed from MUSE data, together with their location in po-
sition vs. velocity phase-space conclusively show that ram-
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Figure 9. Line-of-sight velocity dispersion radial profiles of all
the cluster jellyfish candidates from P16, and the samples of pas-
sive, star-forming, and post-starburst galaxies from Paccagnella
et al. (2017), normalized by the velocity dispersion of the cluster
as a function of distance from the cluster centre in units of R200.
The parent sample of WINGS/OmegaWINGS cluster galaxies is
plotted in black for reference. We considered all candidate jelly-
fish (which include the confirmed cases from GASP) and did not
differentiate by class to increase the number of galaxies per ra-
dial bin. Errors are jackknife standard deviations. For this plot we
restricted the galaxy samples to the clusters with spectroscopic
completeness > 50% and clustercentric distances rcl < R200 to
minimize biases.
pressure stripping by the dense ICM is the main mecha-
nism responsible for the jellyfish-like features in these galax-
ies. Moreover, our results support a scenario in which ram-
pressure incrementally strips the gas from galaxies, with
peak-stripping occurring as they approach pericentre. Our
findings are in agreement with the HI-stripping sequence
presented in Yoon et al. (2017).
4.2 Cluster velocity dispersion
Additional information about the orbits of cluster galaxies
may also be retrieved from the cluster velocity dispersion of
different galaxy populations as a function of projected clus-
tercentric distance (see e.g Biviano & Katgert 2004; Haines
et al. 2015). In Figure 9 the cluster velocity dispersion of
the jellyfish galaxies (green stars) is compared with other
galaxy populations defined in the following. We use here
the spectral classification of WINGS/OmegaWINGS galax-
ies presented in Paccagnella et al. (2017) who defined “star-
forming” galaxies as those with Hα or other emission lines in
their spectra, and separated the galaxies without emission
into “Passive” and “Post-starburst”. The “Passive” type has
weak Hδ in absorption (Hδ < 3A˚, typical of K-type stars),
while the “Post-starburst” displays a combination of signa-
tures typical of both K and A-type stars with strong Hδ in
absorption (Hδ > 3 A).
In Figure 9, the red line with the lowest cluster ve-
locity dispersion at all clustercentric radii corresponds to
the passive galaxies, and mostly traces the oldest popula-
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tion of cluster galaxies. The low velocity dispersion of these
galaxies indicates they have “virialized” or settled into the
cluster potential. The blue line corresponds to star-forming
galaxies, that typically trace galaxies that have not been
in the cluster for more than one or two pericentric passages,
which explains the higher cluster velocity dispersion, typical
of non-virialized cluster members. Now, if we separate the
jellyfish galaxy candidates (of all classes) from the rest of the
parent star-forming population we get the green line, which
shows a dramatic increase of cluster velocity dispersion at
low radii. In fact, the KS probability that the phase-space
distribution of jellyfish candidates is drawn from the same
distribution as star-forming galaxies (at rcl < R200) is very
low (0.001%). Assuming that the star-forming galaxies are
the progenitors of jellyfish, the steep radial cluster velocity
dispersion profile of jellyfish can be explained by highly ra-
dial orbits, and is consistent with the required conditions for
ram-pressure stripping, which naturally occur near first peri-
centre. Moreover, the velocity distribution of our jellyfish
galaxies is consistent with the steep cluster velocity disper-
sion profile of HI-deficient galaxies (Solanes et al. 2001). Our
results are also consistent with the work by Vulcani et al.
(2017), who studied the orbits of potentially ram-pressure
stripped galaxies in intermediate-redshift clusters, selected
to have offsets in the the peak of Hα emission with respect
to UV continuum. Using cosmological simulations as refer-
ece (Jiang et al. 2015), they concluded that stripped galaxies
are on first infall, and consist of the 25% most radial orbits.
It is interesting to include the post-starburst galaxies
in the comparison. Figure 9 shows that their cluster velo-
city dispersion profile (yellow line) is slightly above the pas-
sive galaxies. This was already seen in Paccagnella et al.
(2017), who concluded that the post-starburst galaxy po-
pulation arises from a fast shut off of the star formation
that changes the spectral features of the galaxy before it
changes its color and morphology (see also Poggianti et al.
2004; Muzzin et al. 2014). Considering the fast-acting ef-
fect of ram-pressure stripping it is likely that post-starburst
galaxies experienced significant gas stripping prior to obtain-
ing post-starburst features. We will further investigate this
idea in forthcoming papers by analyzing the post-starburst
galaxies in the GASP sample.
5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented the first large study of
the orbital histories of jellyfish galaxies in clusters, utilizing
the vast spectroscopic sample of cluster galaxies from the
WINGS and OmegaWINGS surveys, the associated catalog
of jellyfish candidates from P16, and the subset of confirmed
jellyfish galaxies observed with MUSE by the ongoing GASP
survey (Poggianti et al. 2017b). We list our main findings
below.
1) We first characterize the sample of confirmed and can-
didate jellyfish galaxies and the control sample of non-
stripped galaxies, which display a broad range of stel-
lar mass and cluster mass. Jellyfish galaxies observed by
MUSE were classified according to their Hα morphol-
ogy. The classification yielded four broad categories re-
lated to their apparent gas stripping stage: “Stripping”
(one-sided asymmetries of the gas), “Extreme-stripping”
(tails of stripped gas longer than the stellar body of the
galaxy), “Post-stripping” (truncated Hα profiles relative
to the stellar disk) and “?” (unclear asymmetry).
2) Using the parent sample of WINGS/OmegaWINGS
clusters as reference, we constructed an analytic model of
the ICM in two extreme cases: a low-mass cluster (Virgo,
Cluster A) and a high mass cluster (A85, Cluster B). Sim-
ilarly, we took an average low mass (109.6M, Galaxy I)
and a high mass galaxy (1010.7M, Galaxy II) from our
sample to build two realistic models of the radial pro-
file of the anchoring force in each case. By comparing
the galaxy models with the cluster models it is possible
to study the effect of ram-pressure in different scenar-
ios. In particular, we provide the recipe for tracing ram-
pressure intensity in position vs. velocity phase-space di-
agrams of galaxies in clusters, and estimate the amount
of total mass stripped from infalling galaxies.
3) We then utilize phase-space diagrams as diagnostic tool
to infer the orbital histories of the cluster galaxies and the
intensity of ram-pressure stripping exerted by the ICM.
We find that:
• The distribution of jellyfish galaxy candidates in
phase-space spans a broad range of projected cluster-
centric distances, but is preferentially shifted towards
higher absolute line-of-sight velocities than the overall
population of cluster galaxies at all clustercentric radii.
This suggests that jellyfish galaxies were recently ac-
creted into the clusters.
• When separating the confirmed jellyfish galax-
ies observed by GASP we find that the distribu-
tion of “Stripping”, “Extreme-stripping” and “Post-
stripping” galaxies is consistent with incremental
outside-in gas stripping of infalling galaxies. The vicin-
ity of the most extreme jellyfish to the cluster centre
suggests that they are undergoing peak stripping near
pericentre. Interestingly all the “Extreme stripping”
galaxies have stellar masses > 1010M.
• Finally, jellyfish galaxies show a steeper cluster
velocity dispersion (especially at low projected cluster-
centric distances) than passive and even star-forming
galaxies, which indicates that they are preferentially
on radial orbits.
Overall, our results reveal that jellyfish galaxies are a
population of recently accreted cluster galaxies on highly ra-
dial orbits, that are stripped via ram-pressure as they pass
through the dense cluster core at very high speeds. Since
we detect significant gas stripping on first infall, we con-
clude that the theoretical prediction that gas removal is a
fast (∼ 1 − 2 Gyr; first pericentric passage) and incremen-
tal outside-in effect driven by the ICM. This is consistent
with the stripping timescale found in cosmological simula-
tions of cluster galaxies (& 1Gy; Tonnesen, Bryan & van
Gorkom 2007) and the free-fall time of a galaxy moving from
1.5× R200 to 0.25× R200 (1.1 Gry). The most spectacular
jellyfish galaxies in our sample are high-mass galaxies lo-
cated close to the cluster core (in projection). Simulations
of ram-pressure stripping suggests that the observed long
tails of ionized stripped gas are only possible to form under
the most intense ram-pressure conditions. It is thus possible
that only the massive galaxies were able to still have gas by
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the time they reached the vicinity of the cluster core and
thus are the only ones displaying long bright tails.
The characterization of ram-pressure stripping in phase-
space based on the cluster and galaxy models presented in
Section 3 can serve as reference for other ram-pressure strip-
ping studies (including published and future GASP papers).
Although these models are simplistic and idealized, they
have proven to be very good at predicting the amount of
stripping for disk galaxies infalling into relatively regular
galaxy clusters. In fact, the results presented in this paper
are supported by cosmological (Oman, Hudson & Behroozi
2013; Jaffe´ et al. 2015; Haines et al. 2015; Rhee et al. 2017)
and hydrodynamical simulations (e.g. Roediger & Bru¨ggen
2006; Tonnesen & Bryan 2009; Steinhauser, Schindler &
Springel 2016), as well as similar studies of the distribution
of HI-deficient and non-deficient galaxies in nearby clusters
(Solanes et al. 2001; Yoon et al. 2017). The known uncertain-
ties in our ram-pressure stripping modeling introduced by
the use of projected phase-space diagrams can be overcome
when working with statistically large samples of galaxies.
Finally, it is important to note that the results pre-
sented in this paper are based on a sample of mostly relaxed
clusters. There is evidence however that in dynamically dis-
turbed clusters extreme ram-pressure stripping events can
be abundant (Vijayaraghavan & Ricker 2013; Jaffe´ et al.
2016; McPartland et al. 2016). It is reasonable to conclude
that in a hierarchical Universe, the conditions where extreme
ram-pressure stripping occurs not only depend on the prop-
erties of the galaxy, mass of the host cluster, and orbital
parameters (as described in this paper), but also on the dy-
namical state of the host cluster/group. We plan to present
a dedicated study of the effect of cluster sub-structuring in
the formation of jellyfish galaxies in a future publication.
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